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	Transfert / Transfer

PARIS
Champs-Élysées

On 5 & 6 July 2014 the Tour de
France, the biggest annual
sporting event in the world, is
coming to Yorkshire… and your
business can benefit.
This is the first time the Grand
Départ has taken place in the
North of England. There will be
an unprecedented media focus,
many hundreds of thousands of
spectators, a global TV audience
of millions and a terrific
atmosphere of celebration.

LE TOUR
IS COMING
This is the first step in positioning Yorkshire as the
cycling heartland of Europe. It’s about so much more
than just one weekend in July.
This year’s Grand Départ will also be preceded by the
Yorkshire Festival, a 100 day arts and cultural festival
supported by the Arts Council and sponsored by
Yorkshire Water.
This guide has been developed by Welcome to Yorkshire,
Leeds City Council and the York, North Yorkshire and
East Riding Enterprise Partnership to aid businesses in
maximising the commercial potential of this event
before, during, and after the Tour. This booklet gives you
our top 10 tips on how you can engage with the Tour de
France Grand Départ, starting today.
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5000

12M

2000

100

190

3.5B

On average spectators
travel 130km to see a
stage of Le Tour

Predicted boost to the
local economy FROM the
Grand Départ
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6

Hotel rooms needed
each night for the
teams, tour and media

Journalists from 35
countries attend the
Tour every year

spectators along the
route in a typical race

100 DAYS Cultural Festival
which leads up to the
Grand Départ in Yorkshire

IN
NUMBERS
130
£100M
Over 190 countries
broadcast the
Tour de France

HELICOPTERS FOLLOWING
THE RACE EACH DAY
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A television audience of
over 3 billion watch the
Tour de France every year

Spectators spend on
average over 6 hours at
a time at the roadside

Know how to keep up to date
and become a Grand Départ expert
• 	Sign up to the Allez Yorkshire monthly
email newsletter at: http://letouryorkshire.com/
email-updates
• 	The “News” section on the official Grand Départ
website has concise and up-to-date information
on the Tour de France, along with interviews and
announcements at http://letouryorkshire.com/
news
• 	Keep up-to-date by following us @letouryorkshire
on Twitter or like us on Facebook at LeTourYorkshire

Know what resources are available
• 	Welcome to Yorkshire members can access
resources to assist them in passing on information
regarding the Tour de France in Yorkshire at:
www.yorkshire.com/tdfresources
• 	The “Yorkshire Loves Le Tour” and Grand Départ
rotating banner are available for Welcome to
Yorkshire members to display on their websites
• 	Your local council will also be able to provide further
more localised Tour de France information. Please
go to back page for a list of contacts.
• 	w ww.BIGtourismclub.com offers a huge
amount of information for businesses including
- Articles written by industry leaders
	- A
 forum for businesses to ask questions and
exchange ideas
- Case studies of successful Yorkshire businesses
- A calendar of business events
-H
 elp and support from a range of organisations

Become a member
I f you are not a member join online via
the Welcome to Yorkshire website by going to
http://industry.yorkshire.com

Know about branding
• 	The use of Tour de France and Yorkshire Grand
Départ logos are heavily restricted by the organisers
of the Tour de France, the ASO, to protect the rights
of their sponsors
• 	You cannot use logos in any promotional way
without approval from the ASO and Welcome
to Yorkshire
• 	You can only mention the Tour de France Grand
Départ in a factual / editorial context
• 	For further information on what you can and
can’t do with the Tour de France brand request the
Tour de France brand guidelines document from
info@yorkshire.com or contact the Welcome to
Yorkshire marketing department by emailing
manderson@yorkshire.com

Talk to your Staff
Newsletters
Circulate the Allez Yorkshire newsletters around
your team or print a copy and put it on your staff
noticeboard.
Team Meetings
It’s not just about you being Tour de France literate,
make sure the staff around you are just as aware by
hosting meetings where Le Tour is on the agenda.
TdF Champion
One person can take responsibility for being the
champion so other staff members know who to come
to for information.

Example
James is the manager of Yorkshiretown Tennis Club.
As he’s particularly interested in cycling he has decided
he’ll be the Tour de France champion for his club. He’s
signed up for the Allez Yorkshire newsletter and
follows Le Tour Yorkshire on Facebook and Twitter.
Each month the club have an all-staff meeting during
which James gives all his colleagues a brief update on
the latest Grand Départ news. Making this a regular
feature in team meetings has meant that the Tour de
France stays on his club’s agenda, in his colleagues’
minds and some great, creative suggestions on how
they can engage with Le Tour are regularly made.

TIP 1
KNOW ALL ABOUT IT
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The Tour de France naturally
attracts cyclists in large
numbers to follow the race.
Has your business the potential
to become more cycle friendly?

TIP 2
REACH
OUT TO
CYCLISTS
10

Some ways to welcome cyclists are:
•	Offer a dry room and cleaning facilities for
bikes and kit, and access to a hose pipe
•	Install a bike rack, somewhere
secure and sheltered
•	Offer emergency repair kits, first aid kits,
bike pumps etc. for sale
•	Providing useful information, including:
Emergency telephone numbers
Maps and cycle routes
Public transport timetables
• Display weather forecasts clearly for all guests
•	Work with complementary businesses to offer
cycling packages i.e. offering packed lunches for
nearby hotels if they are unable to provide them
themselves
• Offer a secure place to charge electric bike batteries
• Provide a selection of energy drinks/bars for sale
•	Offer secure baggage storage for day visitors who
may be carrying all their luggage on their bike
•	Provide food at unsociable hours to cater for cyclists
who are out all day on the bike
•	Hire out bikes and cycling kit including helmets,
lights, GPS, rucksacks
•	Provide complimentary water for cyclists or offer
to fill water bottles
•	Offer discounts for cyclists “Receive X% discount
if you cycle to us.”
•	Provide laundry facilities or a drying room
for wet clothes
• Provide bike friendly bedrooms
• Encourage your staff to cycle to work
•	Install showers for employees to use when
commuting by bike

Focusing on the customer
service you offer will not only
mean you can delight people
buying from you in the summer of
2014, it also means they’re more
likely to recommend you to their
friends, and to return and buy
from you again in the future.

Example

TIP 3
FOCUS ON
CUSTOMER
SERVICE

Yorkshire Theme Park was keen to engage with visitors
coming to Yorkshire in July 2014 for the Grand Départ.
From the start of their 2014 season they set aside a
secure locked outbuilding for bicycle storage at the
entrance to the park. When a visitor arrived on their
bike they were given a token giving them a free hot
drink in the park and they also added to the gift shop
inventory with cycle related products. To promote
their services to cyclists, they added a ‘how to reach us
by bike’ section to their website, and produced some
basic flyers inviting cyclists to visit them which they
distributed to local tourism businesses.

Most businesses offer good customer service.
What can you do to make it great and help people
leave with fantastic memories?
•	Provide your team with the resources necessary
to answer customer queries effectively. This could
range from bus timetables to explaining the village
fête happening in 2 days’ time.
•	Encourage and gather feedback. Listen to what
your customers have to say and act on it!
•	Encourage your staff to be your customers’ problem
solvers and to go the extra mile to make their day
run smoothly.
•	Be proactive – anticipate your guests’ needs
before they ask you
•	Invest in your staff and look into enrolling them
into external customer service courses.
Other creative ways you can delight
your customers, include:
•	Allowing guests to pre order food deliveries prior
to their arrival if using self-catering accommodation
•	Training a few key members of staff on puncture
repairs and/or offer a complimentary
bike cleaning service.
•	Provide your customers with a simple
cycling related gift
Welcome to Yorkshire, Leeds City Council and the
York, North Yorkshire and East Riding Partnership
offer training for businesses covering a vast range
of topics. Please go to Page 34 for further information
on training courses.

Example
Ye Olde Yorkshire Hotel was pleased to be fully booked
during the Grand Départ and had a good range of
international guests booked in to stay with them.
For each guest that arrived the hotel wrote a short
personal welcome message in the guest’s first
language. Knowing that lots of visitors during that
weekend would be coming to Yorkshire for the first
time, the team at the hotel spent time making sure all
their guest information was up to date and
brainstormed how they could make the trip as
enjoyable as possible. After the Grand Départ the
hotel wrote again to all their international guests at
their homes, sending them a local area postcard and
thanking them for coming to stay that summer.
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TIP 4
WORK TOGETHER
Two heads are better than one!
Working together either business to
business or as a group/community can
encourage everyone to aim for the
same goal and yield far greater
results. How will your town or
village encourage spectators to
watch the race with you, spending
money in your businesses?
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•	Are there complementary businesses/events
nearby that could enhance your own to provide a
superior package for your customers? For example:
	- Could you supply bike maintenance/hire for nearby
hotels that cater for cyclists?
	- Could you offer evening meals/packed lunches for
nearby accommodation that cannot offer their
own, such as local campsites?
•	Get involved and work with local tourism and
business groups in your area. Support your local
groups and feed back ideas for possible ways to
increase tourism in your area.
•	You can achieve economies of scale by promoting
your business in partnership with others
•	Your message will have far greater reach if several
of you are promoting it
•	The Grand Départ will open the county of Yorkshire
up to people who’ve never heard of it before – you
can make it easy for them to plan their first holiday
here by working with other businesses to promote
your village as a whole to them.

Example
Yorkshireville is a small settlement in the Yorkshire
Dales on the route of Stage 1 of the Grand Depart.
The residents and businesses of the hamlet came
together in a series of meetings, headed by the owner
of the local pub, to create a plan for the Grand Départ.
As a strong food-producing area it was agreed that
theirs would be a foodie festival. A landowner put their
field forward as a site for a festival, the pub was keen to
provide food and drink, and it was agreed that a local
band would perform. Local farmers had stands within
the festival to promote their wares, not just for
purchase on the day but to raise awareness to
encourage future sales.
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The Tour de France is
particularly popular in the
USA, Australia and a host of
European countries including
France, Germany, Spain, the
Netherlands and Italy so
your business may have the
opportunity to welcome more
international visitors than
in an average year.

TIP 5
INTERNATIONAL
THINKING
Learn foreign phrases

Food expectations

Accommodating international guests

•	You and your team may benefit from learning a few
simple sentences in different languages, including:
- Welcome/Welcome to
- Hello/Goodbye
- How are you?
•	Why not make your webpage internationally
friendly by displaying your information in
different languages?
•	The suppliers’ area of yorkshire.com has services
including translators and language teachers. You
could use these services to have your promotional
literature translated or hire someone for a few hours
to help train your staff in some key phrases.
Go to industry.yorkshire.com to find out more.

•	Although international guests will come to Yorkshire
to experience our traditional English food, it may be
good for cafés, restaurants and bars to also offer
international food options
•	Why not host some internationally themed food
days/nights to get in the Tour de France spirit?
Choose a country and decorate your café, bar or
restaurant in association, serve the traditional food
from that country, play music and get dressed up

•	Have universal chargers available for international
guests to borrow
•	Why not produce your own town guide, which
would make international guests feel excited about
visiting the area? You could focus on the local
attractions which would mean the most to visitors
from overseas.
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Make international visitors feel at home
•	International guests are less likely to be familiar
with the local towns, cities and roads in Yorkshire.
On your business’s website, leaflets etc. Make sure
good, clear directions are available for international
guests with distances in kilometres as well as miles
•	Although some international guests will be able to
speak English fluently, others may not. It could be
useful if there were some staff that could speak the
basics of different languages

Example
Yorkshire Theatre Company is performing a ballet
during the week of the Grand Départ and wants to
attract international visitors who are in the area for the
race. The company used a combination of an online
translation service and the skills of a freelance translator
to put information on their website and to produce a
flyer in various languages. Some key members of staff
had language training lessons from a local language
school to enable them to handle basic verbal requests
and enquiries and brought in a couple of language
students from the local university to assist.
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TIP 6
SHOUT
ABOUT
YOURSELF

Talk to your Customers
Plan what you want your staff to tell your customers
and have a list of the key points which might be:
•	How far away the Grand Départ passes
from your business
•	What your opening days / times will be
during the Grand Départ
• Where they can find out more information
E-shots
If you are sending regular emails out to your database
you can include some factual information about the
Grand Départ on here as a secondary message
Website
Link back from your website to www.letouryorkshire.com
to make sure your visitors can access relevant, up to
date information on the race.
Posters
•	Posters can be used to remind people of your
opening hours etc. during the Grand Départ
weekend. Please refer to brand guidelines.
•	During the Grand Départ weekend, have posters
up around your business advertising the next
events locally to give people a reason to return
later in the year
Branded goods
•	You may wish to offer goods branded up with your
company’s logo for your customers to take away
with them – reminding them of you and encouraging
them to return
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Never will there be such media attention on Yorkshire.
PR could help your business.

Top Tips for writing a press release
•	Do not overtly promote the product.
Remember a press release is a news story
not an advert.
•	We suggest press releases are kept to one
side of A4
•	One of the most common problems is that the story
is not strong enough for a press release so think
carefully and be honest with yourself – is the story
worthy of a press release?
•	Another common problem is that press releases
can be boring and long winded.
•	Use everyday language and avoid any industry jargon.
•	Nothing frustrates a journalist more than not being
able to get hold of someone to discuss the press
release with so it should finish with a name, position,
email, land line and mobile.

Format of a good press release
Headline
Punchy, attractive and short - around six words is ideal,
such as: Royal wedding is a blessing for local church.
Intro
Always put the story in the top line - make the intro
short and snappy, and tell the entire story in 20-30
words. Phrase in such a way that the reader will want
to read on and find out more.
Body
Go into more detail with key information
such as headline figures and timescales etc.
Then, importantly, introduce a quote. Use the
standard journalistic style which is set out below.
Quote
Full name and position:
John Smith, museum director, said:
Make the quote emotive and interesting. Try to avoid
offering bland, obvious quotes. Keep the sentences
short to makes it easier for the journalist to sub if
necessary. Where possible offer a second quote
(usually of endorsement) from a third party such as
the local MP, a national body or Welcome to Yorkshire,
as this gives credibility to the story.
More detail
Add more detail about what has led to the news item,
what it includes and if necessary more background.
Sum up
If appropriate, end with website and contact details, ie
To find out more information visit www.website.com
or call phone number

There will be road closures in
operation during the Grand
Départ and some of the key
towns and cities may be on a
longer ‘lock-down’. CONTACT
your local council (details at
back of this booklet) to find
about the transport plans and
ensure that the plans your
business makes fit in with these.

TIP 7
BE RACE-READY
Plan for sales, plan logistics
•	How will you get customers in and out – will you need
to change opening hours / start times?
• How will you get your employees in and out?
•	Will you need extra staff to be working during the
Grand Départ and if so how will you manage this?
•	Will you need to increase orders and deliveries to
cater for greater numbers or to deal with the
disruption of road closures?
•	Do you know when the anticipated surges in interest
around the Grand Départ are likely to be? (see dates
for your calendar at the end of the booklet)
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•	If you’re going to offer a specific package, have you
worked out all the details of what you want to offer? Is
there a minimum spend or booking period? What will
customers get for their money? How does what you’re
offering compare with the competition’s packages?
•	Look at upselling / increasing your sales. For
example - many visitors will leave early in the
morning during the Grand Départ to stake out their
favourite area by the road side. If you offer
breakfasts open early, or at least offer a cold
breakfast that can be pre-ordered the day before.
When spectators take their place by the roadside
they will not want to move away from it. Takeaway
lunches/picnics will be very popular if there is
nowhere to eat close by.

Example
Yorkshire Farm Produce is situated 2 miles from the
route of the Grand Départ. With lots of race watchers
staying nearby the farm shop decided to make up
packed lunches and snack boxes to sell both from the
shop and on the route. This required additional staff so
in the days leading up to the race the shop offered
extra hours to all their staff. During the race weekend
the shop split the shifts so that staff could spend some
time working and some time out enjoying the race
festivities. As the shop has a flat upstairs, this was set
up to allow staff to stay overnight if they didn’t live
close to the race to make sure they wouldn’t have
problems getting into work in the mornings.
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The tour is expected to generate
around 3 million spectators
over the two days. This will
obviously bring with it plenty
of revenue for many types of
business across Yorkshire and
the economic impact is likely
to be in the region of £100m for
the county, but what about
2015 and beyond?

TIP 8
COME AGAIN
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•	To encourage your customer to buy from you again,
you and your team need to offer great customer
service. Think of your business from the customer’s
point of view and think of ways that you can enhance
their experience. The smallest attention to detail
may make a huge difference.
•	Promote the area to potential guests. Why else
should they come to you? What else can they do in
the area other than spend time at your business? If
you are an accommodation provider you may be able
to get guests to extend their stay if they are made
aware of an event happening later in the week. You
could also use what is happening in your area to
encourage people to come back to you via your
e-newsletter or by including it in advertising.
•	Create packages with local businesses that
complement your own. Time is becoming more and
more precious and if you can compile packages for
customers you can guide them through the best
parts of your city/town/village at a competitive rate.

Themed packages are very popular; for example you
could offer food, wildlife or family orientated tours.
Offering destinations this way also lends itself to
tapping into niche markets which can be far more
beneficial than the “broad paint brush” approach
that many businesses have. Whitby Goth Weekend
(now weekends!) is a great example of this.
• Introduce a loyalty scheme. This doesn’t necessarily
have to be offering a discount. Think of an incentive
that could be unique to your business.
•	Don’t over charge! There will be a huge demand for
accommodation during the Grand Départ and
tourists may be willing to pay higher prices.
However, visitors may not return or recommend
Yorkshire if they feel they have not received value
for money and you may receive negative PR.

•	Do you want to promote a special offer to
encourage people to return after the Grand
Départ? Decide what this will be now.

Example
Yorkshire Campsite is a permanent site located close
to the route of the Grand Départ. In 2014 they
launched a loyalty scheme whereby people staying
with them could collect stamps on a card which could
be redeemed against future visits. The campsite
created a tariff to encourage visits at less popular
times of the year, so bank holidays and school holidays
were worth 1 stamp per night, whereas shoulderseason weekends attracted 3 stamps per night.
Everyone who signed up to the scheme was added to
an email newsletter which the campsite populated not
just with promotional messages about the campsite
but relevant information and images from the local
area, to encourage return visits.

TIP 9
GET ONLINE
Website

Example

The world’s eyes will be on Yorkshire over the coming
12 months. Making sure that your website is userfriendly will improve your chances of taking bookings
and reaching a wider audience.

Yorkshire Guided Walks is based in rural Yorkshire and
offers a range of walks with a guide in the local
countryside. They knew their local area was expecting
an influx in new visitors during the Grand Départ week
and wanted to attract some business outside of race
days. They ensured that their website was up to date
and installed the Google Translate plug-in to help them
reach international visitors. They were very active on
social media, taking plenty of photos of the places they
visited on their walks and were creative about how they
used these online, getting plenty of retweets and
shares. By also using the TdF related hashtags at
relevant times they were able to engage with people
who were interested in the Grand Départ.

Think about the audience that might be visiting your
site and make sure it will answer any questions they
might have. If you are cycle friendly make sure that
your website highlights this.
On top of this, there is likely to be an increase in
international traffic to your website too so you might
want to think about having a multi-lingual site. Google
Translate have a really simple, free plugin that you can
install on your website that will make your site
available in lots of different languages.
Also, if you are having themed packages or events
around the weekend of the Tour de France, make sure
these are listed on your site and, most importantly,
easy to find.

Social Media
Use Social Media to highlight all that your business is
doing around the Tour de France. Make sure you are
using the correct hashtag (#TDF or #TDFYorkshire)
and make sure your content is varied and it is not just a
constant sales message.
For instance, you might want to share some images
that you have taken of the surrounding area – pictures
are always popular with consumers and, on Facebook
in particular, really stand out in a user’s timeline.
Work together with other local businesses and councils
and with your local community to spread the word
online about what is going on that will be of interest to
potential visitors. So if you are an accommodation
provider you might want to share special events that
are going on in your area around the Grand Départ,
French-themed menus from local restaurants or good
cycling routes near to your property. If you show,
through your social media, that the location of your
business is a real hive of activity for the Grand Départ,
then you will attract more people to your business.
On top of this all, make sure you engage with
@letouryorkshire on twitter and letouryorkshire on
Facebook so you can keep on top of any major
announcements relating to the Grand Départ.
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The Tour coming to Yorkshire this
year is a fantastic opportunity for
businesses but it does not end there
– it is just the beginning. 2014 will
mark the start of a boom in cycle
tourism to last for many years to
come. Use the information provided
in this booklet to help you to
welcome cyclists.

TIP 10
CYCLE TOURISM
IS GROWING

There are a great many people
coming to our region, as well
as an even bigger number of
people from Yorkshire who will
line the route of the Grand
Départ and get involved in the
many events that make up the
yorkshire festival. If your
business is looking to provide
products and services to these
people, there are a few things
to be aware of.

MAKE THE TOUR WORK
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Cycle tourists are generally good spenders, who visit destinations
based on other cyclists’ recommendations. Make sure you give them
every reason to recommend Yorkshire and to return.
There are a number of factors leading to an increase
in cycling and cycle tourism:
•G
 reater awareness of the benefits of healthy living and exercise
• The success of British cyclists in the Olympics and Tour de France
• Steady improvements in road networks to cater for cyclists.
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Although there will be some lifting of restrictions,
there will also be some fairly reasonable rules to follow
to make sure whatever you do has a positive effect.
And because you may want to operate both within and
outside of the Leeds City Council (LCC) region, you
may need to check with other authorities too. Contact
details are available at the end of this booklet.

Food and drink, and other supplies
The Grand Départ and the race itself will see
thousands of spectators gathered along roads where
there are usually few facilities, as well as in areas that
are already well-served. There is a considerable
opportunity for food and drink operators to sell from
their existing locations, as well as looking to create
temporary or mobile outlets. However, this doesn’t
mean there will be no restrictions. We want the
spectators to have choice and value, and an organised
approach is needed. There are a range of other
supplies the spectators will need during their time at
the event. Some will be freely available from existing
outlets, others may need to be brought in. You will
need to check with the relevant authorities, but Leeds
based businesses should come to LCC first.

LOCAL
BUSINESS

Accommodation
Accommodation will represent one of the major
challenges for the Tour de France in Yorkshire. There
will be hundreds of thousands of spectators. Of
course, many will be on day trips from the region and
nearby. However a significant number will want to be
able to stay in Yorkshire for a few nights – perhaps
longer. We have many excellent hotel rooms and bed
and breakfast facilities, as well as permanent camp and
caravan sites. With the increased demand there will be
opportunities for temporary camp sites. These sites
will need to be created in a way that provides adequate
safe and environmentally sound facilities. Get in touch
with LCC to find out more.

Transport

Getting around during the event will not always be
straight forward. Roads will be closed, public transport
will be disrupted, there will be increased traffic at
some times, almost none at others... There will be
opportunities for businesses to provide transport, but
obviously we need to make sure this provision is well
organised and co-ordinated with the organisers and
other partners. Simply get in touch to find out more.
Contact details are on the back page of this booklet.

A local pub close to the Tour route – The Handlebar
and Sprocket - has a large piece of land adjacent to it
and the owners want to take advantage of the many
visitors to the region during the Tour, creating a small
caravan park. They have an agreement with the
farmer who owns the land, and have researched the
required service suppliers to supply the power, toilets
and other facilities.

CASE STUDY

PRIVATE
CAMPSITE

The pub is within the Leeds City Council jurisdiction –
it has a Leeds post code. So they get in touch with
both Leeds City Council and Welcome to Yorkshire.
There are regulations - usually including permission
and a license. There has been some relaxation of the
planning rules to help people get involved, but it
is still important to contact the authorities.
Leeds City Council provide practical advice on
facilities, toilets, waste disposal, access, parking,
insurance and general health and hygiene issues.
Not only do they get help, but they get access to
other advice about the potential for marketing,
limitations on branding and design and help to
connect with other local businesses. As they are also
a Welcome to Yorkshire member, they are also able
to download and use the ‘Yorkshire Loves Le Tour’
banner for their web site.
The pub makes sure they have the approved branding
and get their publicity done in good time – without any
issues arising from the incorrect use of logos.
The project is a unique and interesting collaboration
and attracts the attention of the local press, as well as
coverage in camping and cycling websites. The pub
uses its social media to raise the profile and receives
excellent advance bookings.
The success leads to more bookings, additional trade
in the pub long after the event, and plans for
something more permanent in the future.
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Yorkshire is going to be a destination brand with global
recognition in 2014. Never before will the fact that your
product was made in Yorkshire or your service is
offered from Yorkshire, have been so important.
Yorkshire will have the eyes of the world, and a unique
and powerful association with one of the most
enduring sporting identities. There could never be a
better time to weave your brand values into the
Yorkshire brand, and introduce your business to
international markets.
Yorkshire already benefits from excellent export and
international services, this is the time to capitalise on
this renown and cement future orders and new
business partnerships.

A local Yorkshire cheese manufacturer is already
selling well into local and national markets and want to
use the heightened profile of Yorkshire around the
Grand Départ to help them promote the quality and
uniqueness of their products. They are planning to
create a campaign for 2014 as well as creating a special
edition of one of their products to celebrate the event.

Businesses associated with cycling are clearly in the
running. Cycles, sports equipment and apparel will
receive excellent coverage. However, many other
products and services will also benefit from the halo
effect of this globally significant event.

LOOKING
AT GLOBAL
TRADE
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The Tour de France is a very broad interest sport. Ideas
associated with excellence, engineering, precision and
innovation can benefit, but the joie de vivre and
bonhomie are reflected in the welcome, the great
food, drink and the warmth of the people here.
Businesses looking to use the Grand Départ
to progress their export opportunities need to
contact the United Kingdom Trade and Investment
(UKTI). They have professional advisors located
both in the UK and across over 100 countries who
have the experience and contacts you need to
get the most out of the increased interest that
will come from the Tour. Visit UKTI.gov.uk or
yorkshireinternationalbusinessfestival.co.uk
for more information.

CASE STUDY

THE CHEESE
MAKER

They want to raise their international profile, and
have already made contact with press in their target
markets. However, they need to be prepared to deliver
their product to this markets, and that’s where the
UKTI helped.
UKTI provided clear advice on export, tailored to their
specific sector. Their International Trade Teams are
located in local offices around the country, including
Yorkshire, and they were put in touch with dedicated
sector specialists who were able to provide support
tailored to their needs and growth stage. UKTI are
perfectly placed to help with paperwork, contacts both
overseas and within the supply chain, customs and
excise regulations, research, trade shows and logistics.
Increased profile and publicity during the Tour, as well
as attending trade events with UKTI led to better
relationships with European agents and the setting
up of new distribution channels. Thanks to advice
from UKTI, cheese sales receive a boost and more
effective logistics open up new markets in several
European countries.
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BUSINESS
ON THE
ROUTE

As a business on or near the route there is two
fold impact. For those businesses who can sell directly
the spectators it will be a major opportunity, for
others, there may be serious disruption.
The precise route to be taken by each stage is now
published and many businesses will have found
themselves on or close to the routes. This initially
looks like wholly positive news, but there will always
be some disruption, not just on the day of the race,
and there will be restrictions on what can be done
and how businesses can take advantage.
Some businesses may have to change plans
made before the announcement, or alter regular
arrangements.
Some may have to close at different times.
The best way to find out exactly how this will affect
you is to contact your local council. They will be able
to tell you what to expect.

WORK WITH
EXPERTISE
AND
KNOWHOW

Yorkshire is a smart place – our knowledge economy
is particularly strong and we have a great deal to offer
in terms of innovation, sport science, engineering,
research and development, and event management.
Our universities and colleges offer a strong base for
emerging businesses with a host of pioneering
projects becoming commercial operations each year.
There may well be opportunities for knowledge
businesses to engage with the Tour and benefit from
the profile of the event. This could include research,
trials, publishing and promoting papers and articles,
associating with event delivery organisations...

See contact details at the back of this booklet.

CASE STUDY

BED AND
BREAKFAST

Owners of the White Rose Bed and Breakfast were
delighted when they heard that Yorkshire was to be
hosting the Grand Départ. It would surely bring
increased business and help them boost trade in 2014.
They were even more delighted when they saw they
were to be close to the route of Stage 1. However, they
quickly realised that although being close to the route
was going to be great for their visitors, the disruption
may make it difficult for them to trade as normal.
They had already planned a big marketing campaign
around the Yorkshire Festival and collaborated with a
number of regional cycling clubs to offer stays to
people trying out the routes for themselves. Long
before the Grand Départ itself, they asked Leeds City
Council to help with precise dates, times and
information about proposed closures – before
committing to marketing or taking bookings.

CASE STUDY

SPORTS
RESEARCH

A sports science consultant was looking into the
benefits to a region of the uptake of cycling – primarily
as a result of the recent Olympic and Tour de France
successes. They wanted to carry out a range of
questionnaires on residents within the Leeds City
region with the objective of measuring the increase in
cycling activity, attitudes to cycling as a mode of
transport rather than recreation, and a quantitative
assessment of the increase in bike ownership among
certain groups.
Working with LCC they were able to contact
specific groups, and communities, carry out detailed
research as well as access some data already collected
by the Council.

By working closely with LCC, The White Rose was able
to make sure that they advertised the days they were
going to be open accurately. They allowed for
disrupted deliveries and transport on specific days,
and were able to co-ordinate marketing efforts and
social media with other local service providers.
By making sure they were both informed and flexible
about their opening times, they were able to provide a
reliable service, resulting in repeat bookings and new
relationships with cycling organisations and visitors.
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Stage 1: Leeds > Harrogate 190km

Stage 2: York > Sheffield 200km

Welcome to Yorkshire is
delighted to have secured
funding from the Skills
Enhancement Fund to offer
you a range of generously
discounted courses, to enable
you and your business to
maximise the benefits of
Yorkshire’s Grand Départ 2014.
Whether you want to know how
to attract and welcome the ever
growing cycle market, enhance
your customer care, social media
or even learn how to mend a bike,
you need look no further.

USEFUL COURSES

27 June Cricket FIXTURE:
Yorkshire v Lancashire (Headingley)
29 June Rugby League FIXTURE:
Leeds Rhinos v Catalan Dragons
(Headingley)
3 July Team Presentation
5 July Stage 1 of Grand Départ
(Leeds to Harrogate)
6 July Stage 2 of Grand Départ
(York to Sheffield)
7 July Stage 3
(Cambridge to London)
Useful Links
Yorkshire.com
Yorkshire.com/tdfworkshops
Yorkshire.com/tdfresources
Yorkshire.com/tdfroadshows
Yorkshire.com/GDimages
Letouryorkshire.com
BIGtourismclub.com

DATES FOR THE DIARY
Welcome to Yorkshire Contacts

Courses are available at various locations throughout
Yorkshire and you can book any of these courses to be
tailored and delivered in-house to your own team.
All of these courses have a limited number of places, and
they will be offered on a first-come-first-serve basis.
All delegates will receive certification of attendance and if
you train 50% of your staff you can display a special logo
on your websites and advertising. We will also help you
showcase your achievement through press releases and
case studies. The promotion of these credentials will help
to raise the profile of your business and Yorkshire as a
world class cycling destination, and drive more visits to
Yorkshire and your business!
For more information please visit:
www.yorkshire.com/tdfworkshops
or contact Susie Brindley, Training & Skills Manager Yorkshire’s Grand Départ 2014 at
sbrindley@yorkshire.com or on 07828 974224.
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Laura Kirk
Head of Membership
(Membership Enquiries)
T: 0113 322 3569
M: 07554 421 019
E: lkirk@yorkshire.com

Vikki Harris
Head of Marketing
(Marketing and Branding Enquiries)
T: 0113 322 3517
M: 07738 235 810
E: vharris@yorkshire.com

Andy Denton
Head of Media Yorkshire’s
Grand Départ 2014
(Media Enquiries)
T: 0113 322 3537
M: 07769 257 383
E: adenton@yorkshire.com

Jenny Rose
Festival Co-ordinator
(Yorkshire Festival 2014)
T: 0113 322 3572
M: 07875 297 101
E: jrose@yorkshire.com

Alex Blackman
Business Development Executive
(General Business Enquiries)
M: 07771 785 669
E: ablackman@yorkshire.com

Susie Brindley
Training and Skills Manager
(Cycle Yorkshire Training Enquiries)
M: 07828 974224
E: sbrindley@yorkshire.com
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Local Authority Tour de France Contacts
Barnsley Metropolitan
Borough Council
T: 01226 770770
E: tourdefrance@barnsley.gov.uk
Bradford Metropolitan
District Council
T: 01274 432111
E: tourdefrance@bradford.gov.uk
Calderdale Metropolitan
Borough Council
T: 0845 245 6000
W: www.visitcalderdale.com
City of York Council
T: 01904 551550
E: tdf.york@york.gov.uk
Craven District Council
T: 01756 700600
E: tourdefrance@cravendc.gov.uk
Doncaster Metropolitan
Borough Council
T: 01302 736000
E: events@doncaster.gov.uk
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
T: 01482 887700
E: andy.gray@vhey.co.uk
Hambleton District Council
T: 01609 779977
E: consultations@hambleton.gov.uk
Harrogate Borough Council
T: 01423 500600
E: tdf@harrogate.gov.uk
Hull City Council
T: 01482 300301
E: Hull.Events@hullcc.gov.uk

@LeTourYorkshire
facebook.com/
LeTourYorkshire
WelcometoYorkshire

Kirklees Metropolitan Council
T: 01484 414888
W: www.kirklees.gov.uk/letour
Leeds City Council
T: 0113 3760414
E: granddepartleeds@leeds.gov.uk
W: www.leeds.gov.uk/granddepartleeds
North Yorkshire County Council
T: 0845 8727374
E: tdfhighways@northyorks.gov.uk
Richmondshire District Council
T: 01748 829100
E: tourdefrance@richmondshire.gov.uk
Rotherham Metropolitan
Borough Council
T: 01709 382121
E: events@rotherham.gov.uk
Ryedale District Council
T: 01653 600666
E: tourism@ryedale.gov.uk
Scarborough Borough Council
T: 01723 232323
E: tourismbureau@scarborough.gov.uk
Selby District Council
T: 01757 705101
E: communications@selby.gov.uk
Sheffield City Council
T: 0114 2734567
E: tdf2014@marketingsheffield.org
Wakefield Council
T: 0845 8506506
E: festivalsandevents@wakefield.gov.uk
Yorkshire Dales
National Park Authority
T: 01969 662910
E: info@yorkshiredales.org.uk

